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Definitions 

Cabotage is the act  of t ransport ing domest ic freight between points in the United States by a foreign 

motor carrier. Federal rules prohibit  Foreign-domiciled motor carriers from providing point-to-point  

t ransportat ion services, including express delivery services, within the United States for goods other 

than internat ional cargo.   

Certificate carriers are M exico-domiciled companies owned or controlled by United States companies 

that t ransport  exempt commodit ies beyond the border commercial zones. These carriers operate under 

Cert ificates of Registrat ion obtained after the Truck and Bus Safety and Regulatory Reform Act of 1988 

and prior to the passage of the 2002 Interim Final Rules implement ing NAFTA. FMCSA est imated that  

900 cert ificate carriers current ly have operating authority, however only 271 have demonstrated recent  

operat ion. 

Commercial Zones extend up to 25 miles north of the U.S. border municipalit ies in California, New 

M exico, and Texas, and 75 miles in Arizona.  For these four Border States, FM CSA did not different iate 

between mileage totals within the commercial zones and those beyond the commercial zones.  FM CSA 

est imated that there are 7,500 M exico-domiciled motor carriers that  have commercial zone registrat ion 

(OP-2), and that approximately 4,000 are current ly operat ing. 

Enterprise carriers are M exican-owned companies domiciled in the United States. These carriers 

operate in the United States and transport  cross-border internat ional cargo that originates in or is 

dest ined for a foreign country. These carriers are subject  to all United States, State, and local laws 

pertaining to motor carrier operat ions and their vehicles. FM CSA est imated that 813 enterprise carriers 

current ly have operat ing authority, of which 351 received operat ing authority during the Pilot  Program. 

Reincarnated carriers are motor carriers which at tempt to operate under a new ident ity or as an 

affiliated ent ity in order to (1) avoid complying with an FM CSA order; (2) avoid complying with a 

statutory or regulatory requirement; (3) avoid paying a civil penalty; (4) Avoid responding to an 

enforcement act ion; or (5) avoid being linked with a negat ive compliance history. 
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Introduction 

In January 2015, the Federal M otor Carrier Safety Administrat ion (FMCSA) submit ted a report  to 

Congress ent it led United States-M exico Cross-Border Long-Haul Trucking Pilot  Program Report  to 

Congress in order to meet the requirement under Sect ion 6901 of the U.S. Troop Readiness, Veterans’ 

Care, Katrina Recovery, and Iraq Accountability Appropriat ions Act
1
 (Iraq Supplemental Appropriat ions 

Act).  Under the Iraq Supplemental Appropriat ions Act, FM CSA init iated the U.S.-M exico Cross-Border 

Long-Haul Trucking Pilot  Program (Pilot  Program) to assess the safety of grant ing authority to M exico-

domiciled motor carriers to operate beyond the commercial zones along the U.S.-M exico border.
2
 

The Pilot  Program was conducted between October 14, 2011 and October 10, 2014 as part  of FM CSA’s 

implementat ion of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) cross-border long-haul t rucking 

provisions and was designed to test  and address the many safety concerns posed by various 

organizat ions, such as the Internat ional Brotherhood of Teamsters and the Owner-Operator 

Independent Drivers Associat ion (OOIDA), as well as Congressional lawmakers.  At  the conclusion of the 

pilot , FM CSA evaluated the M exico-domiciled carriers which received authority to operate beyond the 

commercial zones by ut ilizing common safety criteria including driver out-of-service (OOS) rates, vehicle 

OOS rates, brake violat ions, hours-of-service (HOS) violat ions, driver fitness violat ions, moving 

violat ions, safety rat ings, and acute and crit ical violat ions.   

Despite the quest ions and the concerns raised by the U.S. Department of Transportat ion (DOT) Office of  

the Inspector General (OIG), who was required by law to conduct an audit  of the Pilot  Program, and the 

M otor Carrier Safety Advisory Subcommit tee (M CSAC), which was formed by FMCSA to provide 

oversight and monitoring of the program, the Agency concluded that “ the Pilot  Program successfully 

demonstrated that M exican motor carriers can and do operate throughout the United States at  a safety 

level equivalent to U.S. and Canada-domiciled motor carriers and consistent  with the high safety 

standards the FM CSA imposes on all motor carriers authorized to operate in the United States.
3
”   

Following FM CSA’s analysis, the Agency issued revised cert ificates of standard and provisional operat ing 

authority registrat ion to the 13 carriers that  were st ill part icipat ing in the program at its complet ion.  

This authority allowed the M exico-domiciled carriers to cont inue to operate in the U.S. beyond the 

commercial zones.  M oreover, FM CSA published a not ice in the Federal Register ent it led “ Acceptance of  

Applicat ions for M exico-Domiciled Long-Haul Operat ion
4
”  immediately following the Pilot  Program 

which announced that the DOT was accept ing applicat ions from M exican motor carriers interested in 

conduct ing long-haul operat ions.   

Nevertheless, despite the Agency’s proclamat ion that  the Pilot  Program was a complete success, many 

organizat ions, including the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Associat ion Foundat ion (OOFI), have 

                                                             
1
 Pub. L No. 110-28, Tit le VI, Ch. 9, § 6901 (2007)  

2
 FM CSA, United States-M exico Cross-Border Long-Haul Trucking Pilot Program Report to Congress, U.S. DOT (Jan 

2015), pg. 1. 
3
 Ibid, pg. 1-2. 

4
 Federal Register. 80 Fed. Reg. 21795 (January 15, 2015). 
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raised several quest ions concerning the data, the analysis, and the program itself, which FM CSA has yet 

to address, such as: 

 The Pilot  Program’s small number of part icipants; 

 The inclusion of Enterprise and Cert ificate carriers, as well as non-Pilot  Program drivers, in the 

analysis; 

 The data disparity in which two carriers accumulated for 81% of the inspect ions and 91% of the 

border crossings; 

 The small percentage of dest inat ions during the Pilot  Program that were beyond the commercial 

zones; 

 The disparity in enforcement act ions between U.S.-based and M exico-domiciled motor carriers; 

and 

 FM CSA’s statutory authority to establish a permanent U.S.-M exico Cross-Border Trucking 

Program. 

Background 

In 1992, the United States and M exico entered into an agreement to allow cross-border t ransportat ion 

of cargo and passengers between the two countries under NAFTA.  However, because of congressional 

concerns regarding the safe operat ion of M exican carriers in the U.S., the cross-border t rucking 

provisions were delayed, causing M exico to eventually file a complaint  against  the U.S. under the 

NAFTA’s dispute resolut ion provisions.  In response, an Arbit rat ion Panel was convened and issued a 

subsequent report  in 2001 concluding that  the U.S. did breach NAFTA obligat ions.  

In order to address the concerns regarding both NAFTA and the safety compliance of M exico-domiciled 

carriers, President Bush signed the Transportat ion and Related Agencies Appropriation Act in 2002.  

Under Sect ion 350 of the 2002 Appropriat ion Act , the U.S. and M exican authorit ies negot iated the 

condit ions of implement ing the NAFTA cross-border long-haul operat ion provisions.  Nonetheless, it  was 

not unt il April 2007 when U.S. Secretary of Transportat ion M ary Peters and her M exican counterpart  

signed a M emorandum of Cooperat ion to begin a Demonstrat ion Project  in order to assess the safety of  

M exican carriers operat ing beyond the U.S. commercial zones. 

The Demonstration Project 2007-2009 

In September 2007, FM CSA officially began the Demonstrat ion Project , and af ter one year, an 

Independent Evaluat ion Panel presented a report  to DOT Secretary Peters which found that (1) the 

part icipat ion fell far short  of DOT’s original est imations of 100 M exican carriers and 500 trucks operat ing 

beyond the commercial zone; (2) of the approximately 12,000 crossings, less than 15 percent were 

beyond the commercial zone and almost all were in Texas and California; (3) less than 1 percent of  

driver inspect ions resulted in OOS, while only 8.7 percent of vehicle inspect ions resulted in OOS.
5
 

                                                             
5
 U.S.-M exico Trucking Issue White Paper, United States-M exico Chamber of Commerce (2011), pg 4. 
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The Demonstrat ion Project  cont inued unt il the 2009 Omnibus Appropriat ions Act, which included a 

provision prohibit ing FM CSA from spending any addit ional funds on the project , was passed and signed 

into law.  As a result  of the project ’s early terminat ion, the Agency was unable to conduct  a complete 

analysis of the results or provide a report  to congress.  The Demonstrat ion Project  included 28 motor 

carriers with 98 vehicles at  its complet ion.
6
  

In response to the terminat ion of the Demonstrat ion Project , M exico announced its decision to impose 

retaliatory tariffs on the U.S. as provided for under the 2001 NAFTA Arbit rat ion Panel decision.  The 

tariffs affected approximately 80 different products being exported to M exico at  an est imated annual 

value of $2.4 billion.  After meet ing with M exican President Calderon at  the North American Leaders 

Summit  in August 2009, President Barak Obama announced that it  was the goal of his administrat ion to 

fulfill the U.S.’s NAFTA commitments.  Subsequent ly, the FY 2010 Appropriat ions Act excluded the 

prohibit ion of funds for the ut ilizat ion on the cross-border t rucking program.  However, it  cont inued to 

include the requirements established in Sect ion 350 of the 2002 Appropriat ions Act and Sect ion 6901 of 

the Iraq Supplemental Appropriations Act.  In part icular, the appropriat ion bills established the 

requirements for the Pre-Authorizat ion Safety Audits (PASA), compliance reviews, license checks, 

Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) decals, etc.
7
  

After several months of negot iat ions, DOT Secretary Ray LaHood and M exico Secretaría de 

Comunicaciones y Transportes Dionisio Arturo Pérez-Jácome Friscione signed a M emorandum of 

Understanding (M OU) in July 2011 resolving the longstanding dispute over the cross-border long-haul 

t rucking provisions of NAFTA.  On October 14, 2011 the Pilot  Program officially began when the first  

Pilot  Program applicant received authority and crossed the U.S.-M exico border.   

The Cross-Border Long-Haul Trucking Pilot Program 2011-2014 

FM CSA developed the Pilot  Program to test  and demonstrate the effect iveness of its regulat ions 

governing the registrat ion and monitoring of the M exico-domiciled motor carriers as well as to assess 

the safety compliance of such carriers while they operated beyond the U.S. commercial zones.  In order 

to part icipate in the Pilot  Program each carrier was required to go through both security and safety 

vet t ing and the PASA, while also meet ing certain driver and vehicle standards.  Every applicant was 

required to complete the “ Applicat ion to Register M exican Carriers for M otor Carrier Authority to 

Operate Beyond U.S. M unicipalit ies and Commercial Zones on the U.S. M exico Border”  (Form OP-1M X), 

and to submit  both a “ M otor Carrier Ident ificat ion Report”  (Form M CS-150) and a “ Designation of 

Process Agent”  (Form BOC-3). 

Following the security vet t ing, which was conducted by ut ilizing the Department of  Homeland Security’s 

(DHS) database, and the safety vet t ing, where FM CSA reviewed relevant safety and inspect ion data 

included in the M otor Carrier M anagement Informat ion System (M CM IS), the Licensing and Insurance 

System (L&I), and the Safety M anagement System (SM S) databases to ident ify any safety concerns.  

M oreover, each applicant was subjected to a PASA.  A PASA required each carrier to demonstrate that  it  

                                                             
6
 United States-M exico Cross-Border Long-Haul Trucking Pilot Program Report  to Congress, pg. 5. 

7
 Ibid., pg 5-6. 
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had (1) a controlled substance and alcohol test ing program; (2) a system for complying with the HOS 

requirements; (3) proof of insurance or ability to obtain it ; (4) records of  periodic inspect ions of vehicles 

used in the U.S.; and (5) qualified drivers for operat ions in the U.S.
8
 

The applicants were also required to progress through stages of inspect ions and comply with U.S. laws 

and regulat ions governing motor carrier safety, customs and immigration, vehicle registrat ion and 

taxat ion, and fuel taxat ion.  Once a carrier had passed all three processes, they were granted provisional 

motor carrier cert ificates of registrat ion.  However, in order to be granted permanent authority, each 

applicant was required to receive a “ Sat isfactory”  rat ing from a compliance review before 18 months of 

Pilot  Program operat ions.  It  is important to note that the Pilot  Program carriers which also part icipated 

in the Demonstrat ion Project  were allowed to carry over their t ime of operation into the pilot .  The 

following table from the OIG’s final report  details the various stages of operat ing authority for the 

program part icipants. 

Table 1: Stages of Operating Authorities for the Pilot Program Participants 

Pilot  Program Provisional 

M otor Carrier Cert ificate 

of Registrat ion  

Stage 1: Part icipant carriers with Pilot  Program provisional motor carrier 

cert ificates of registrat ion were inspected each t ime they entered the 

United States for at  least  3 months of part icipat ion or unt il they completed 

at  least  three inspect ions.  

Stage 2: After the first  3 months, part icipant carriers were monitored and 

inspected at  a rate comparable to other M exico-domiciled motor carriers 

that  cross the United States-M exico border unt il they reached a total of 18 

months of part icipat ion. To proceed to stage 3, a carrier must have 

received a sat isfactory safety rat ing during its compliance review and have 

no pending enforcement or safety improvement act ions. 

Pilot  Program Permanent 

M otor Carrier Cert ificate 

of Registrat ion  

Stage 3: To obtain Pilot  Program permanent motor carrier cert ificates of 

registrat ion, part icipant carriers must comply with all Federal M otor 

Carrier Safety Regulations (FM CSR) and renew their CVSA decals every 90 

days for 3 years.  

Standard M otor Carrier 

Operat ing Authority 

Registrat ion  

Post-Pilot Program: Upon complet ion of the Pilot  Program, pilot  

part icipants were eligible for standard motor carrier operat ing authority, 

similar to that  of U.S.-domiciled motor carriers but with significant  

restrict ions and requirements, such as limitat ions to internat ional cargo 

and required inspect ion decals.  

Provisional M otor Carrier 

Operat ing Authority 

Registrat ion  

Post-Pilot Program: Upon complet ion of the Pilot  Program, pilot  

part icipants with Pilot  Program provisional motor carrier cert ificates of 

registrat ion were eligible to be converted to provisional motor carrier 

operat ing authority. These motor carriers must undergo a compliance 

review, receive a sat isfactory rat ing, and have no pending enforcement or 

safety improvement act ions before being considered  

                                                             
8
 Office of Inspector General, FM CSA Adequately M onitored its NAFTA Cross-Border Trucing Pilot  Program But 

Lacked a Representative Sample to Project  Overall Safety Performance, U.S. DOT (December 2014), pg. 2. 
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The OIG Audit Reports 

Under the Iraq Supplemental Appropriat ions Act, the OIG was required to (1) provide an init ial review 

verifying that the pilot  program complies with requirements set  forth in Sect ion 350 of the 2002 

Appropriat ions Act; (2) monitor the program and provide an interim report  6 months after init iat ion; 

and (3) provide a final report  within 60 days after the program’s conclusion.
9
  Although each of the OIG’s 

audits found that FM CSA generally complied with the statutory requirements, all of the reports 

discovered significant shortcomings with the Pilot  Program. 

The Initial Audit 

One month after the 2011 M OU was signed by DOT Secretary LaHood and his M exican counterpart , the 

OIG released their first  init ial audit  ent it led, FM CSA Generally Complies With Statutory Requirements, 

but  Act ions Are Needed Prior To Init iat ing Its NAFTA Cross-Border Trucking Pilot  Program .  The overall 

object ive of the init ial audit  was to (1) verify whether FM CSA complied with the requirements set  forth 

in Sect ion 350, which included conduct ing PASAs for M exico–domiciled carriers seeking long–haul 

operat ing authority; (2) determined whether FM CSA addressed language differences between Sect ion 

350(a) and its regulations that OIG ident ified in their init ial audit  of the prior Demonstrat ion Project , and 

(3) ident ified issues that should be addressed before the Pilot  Program is init iated.
10

   

The OIG discovered in the init ial audit  that  FM CSA did not meet the requirements related to conduct ing 

safety reviews onsite in M exico.  In part icular, FMCSA had not finalized its plans nor ident ified the 

specific process that it would use to comply with the five requirements to conduct 50 percent of the 

PASAs and compliance reviews in M exico.  Addit ionally, the Agency’s policy did not address where the 

reviews would be conducted during the Pilot  Program.
11

 Substant ial findings from the init ial review were 

as follows: 

 Although FM CSA had taken posit ive act ions to improve monitoring of M exican drivers and 

trucks, it  had not yet  addressed certain issues for implement ing the Pilot  Program. Specifically, 

FM CSA had not (1) issued coordinated site–specific plans for checking drivers and trucks at  the 

border, (2) established a system to verify driver and vehicle eligibility for the Pilot  Program, (3) 

issued an implementat ion plan nor acquired electronic monitoring devices for use in the Pilot  

Program, and (4) conducted Pilot  Program training for inspect ion personnel at  the border and 

within the United States. 

 FM CSA had not issued, for each border crossing, site–specific plans for checking drivers and 

trucks part icipat ing in the Pilot  Program.  Without site–specific plans and full coordinat ion with 

Customs and Border Protect ion (CBP) and state inspect ion agencies, the risk increased that  

M exican carriers would not be inspected in accordance with FM CSA's Pilot  Program provisions. 

                                                             
9
 Ibid., pg 1. 

10
 OIG, FM CSA Generally Complies With Statutory Requirements, but  Act ions Are Needed Prior To Init iat ing Its 

NAFTA Cross-Border Trucking Pilot Program , U.S. DOT (August  2011), pg. 2. 
11

 Ibid. pg. 3. 
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 FM CSA had not established systems or provided guidance to its field offices, states, and CBP on 

how to verify Pilot  Program drivers and trucks for inspect ion as they enter the United States and 

travel beyond the commercial zones.  

o Sect ion 350(a)(10)(A) required that motor carriers, including foreign carriers, be 

knowledgeable about Federal safety standards and be proficient  in English.  Specifically, 

Federal rules require drivers to be sufficient ly proficient  in English to (1) converse with 

the general public, (2) understand highway traffic signs and signals, (3) respond to 

official inquiries, and (4) make entries on reports and records.  

 FM CSA had not issued an implementat ion plan nor acquired electronic monitoring devices for 

use in the Pilot  Program, despite its policy that  called for providing this equipment to Pilot  

Program participants. FMCSA had also not developed or issued specific guidance on how Federal 

and state enforcement staff should use such electronic monitoring devices. 

 FM CSA had not provided training to enforcement personnel that  the OIG met with.  According 

to FM CSA's April 2011 Federal Register not ice, the Agency was supposed to provide ongoing 

training to Federal and State auditors, inspectors, and invest igators on Pilot  Program provision 

and procedures, including cabotage.  

The Interim Audit 

In August 2012, the OIG released their second interim report  ent it led Increased Part icipat ion and 

Improved Oversight  M echanisms Would Benefit  the NAFTA Pilot  Program .  The object ives for this interim 

audit  were to determine whether (1) the pilot  program consists of an adequate and representat ive 

sample of M exico–domiciled carriers that  are likely to engage in cross–border operat ions beyond the 

United States municipalit ies and commercial zones on the United States–M exico border, (2) Federal and 

State monitoring and enforcement act ivit ies are sufficient  to ensure that part icipants in the pilot  

program are complying with all applicable laws and regulat ions, and (3) the Department has established 

sufficient  mechanisms to determine whether the pilot  program is adversely affect ing motor carrier 

safety.
12

  

Among the major findings of the interim report , the OIG noted that the low part icipat ion in the Pilot  

Program placed FMCSA at risk of not  meet ing its goals for providing an adequate and representat ive 

sample of M exico-domiciled carriers and inspect ions necessary to assess the impact on motor carrier 

safety.
13

  At  the t ime of the audit , the Pilot  Program had approved only 4 motor carriers, which had 

completed a total of 89 inspect ions compared to FM CSA’s object ive of at  least  46 carriers and 4,100 

inspect ions.  In addit ion, OIG stated that FM CSA’s oversight mechanisms did not ensure full compliance 

with the requirements of the Pilot  Program.  Specifically, FM CSA staff did not comply with English 

language proficiency requirements for test ing drivers on traffic and road signs during two of three PASAs 

that the OIG observed.
14

  Other findings included: 

                                                             
12

 OIG, Increased Part icipation and Improved Oversight  M echanisms Would Benefit  the NAFTA Pilot  Program , U.S. 

DOT (August  2012), pg. 1-2. 
13

 Ibid., pg. 2. 
14

 Ibid. 
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 FM CSA’s quality assurance personnel approved two of three PASA results before verifying that 

the required driver’s license test ing had been completed. 

 A FM CSA PASA auditor made errors in determining whether one potent ial carrier complied with 

Federal drug and alcohol test ing regulat ions by not verifying the enrollment of the carrier’s 16 

potent ial drivers.  Addit ionally, the auditor did not invest igate why the carrier’s drug and alcohol 

stat ist ical report  contained 8 incomplete random drug tests and 2 incomplete random alcohol 

tests. 

 FM CSA’s monitoring plan did not include periodic reviews of electronic monitoring data quality 

and report ing accuracy. 

 FM CSA delayed the development of a mechanism for detect ing cabotage.  

The Final Audit 

In December 2014, the OIG released their final audit  report  ent it led FM CSA Adequately M onitored its 

NAFTA Cross-Border Trucing Pilot  Program But Lacked a Representat ive Sample to Project  Overall Safety 

Performance.  As a part  of the final audit , the OIG’s object ives were to determine whether (1) Federal 

and State monitoring and enforcement act ivities are sufficient  to ensure that part icipants in the Pilot  

Program are in compliance with all applicable laws and regulat ions, (2) the Department has established 

sufficient  mechanisms to determine whether the Pilot  Program is having any adverse effects on motor 

carrier safety, and (3) the Pilot  Program consists of  an adequate and representat ive sample of M exico-

domiciled carriers likely to engage in cross-border operat ions beyond the United States municipalit ies 

and commercial zones on the United States-M exico border.
15

  

The OIG found that while FMCSA was able to comply with 34 dist inct  requirements established in 

Sect ion 350(a), the Agency was not able to comply with the requirement for conduct ing 50 percent of  

the PASAs onsite in M exico, which was one of the OIG’s original recommendat ions in their init ial audit .  

In part icular, FM CSA conducted only 38 percent of the PASAs onsite because of the “ concerns for the 

safety and security of personnel conduct ing operat ions.
16

”   The audit  also stated, “ In some areas where 

motor carriers were located, the State Department warned of significant organized crime act ivity, 

kidnappings, and homicides.  In light  of these concerns and associated travel restrict ions, FM CSA 

deferred the scheduling of PASAs in M exico.
17

”  

The OIG agreed with FM CSA’s conclusions regarding the safety performance of the Pilot  Program’s 

part icipant carriers, namely that  they “ performed no worse than United States and Canadian motor 

carriers.  However, the OIG stated that “ FM CSA lacked an adequate number of M exico-domiciled pilot  

program carriers to yield stat ist ically valid findings for the pilot  program…Because the pilot  program 

lacked an adequate number of part icipants, we could not determine with confidence whether the 15 

                                                             
15

 FM CSA Adequately Monitored its NAFTA Cross-Border Trucing Pilot  Program , pg. 2. 
16

 Ibid., pg. 4. 
17

 Ibid., pg. 7. 
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carriers are representat ive (emphasis added).
18

  Without being able to determine the representat iveness 

of the 15 carriers, one cannot project  the safety performance for the populat ion of M exico-domiciled 

carriers that  may qualify for long-haul operat ing authority in the future. We are not  making 

recommendat ions to improve FM CSA’s oversight of the pilot  program at this t ime, as FMCSA formally 

ended the pilot  program on October 10, 2014.
19

”   Other highlights of the final audit  included: 

 OIG ident ified a concern that non-Pilot  Program driver inspect ions were included in FM CSA’s 

total inspect ion count.  This was only discovered after OIG witnessed FM CSA’s electronic 

monitoring interface at  Otay M esa, CA port  of entry in which a Pilot  Program truck was 

operat ing without a Pilot  Program approved driver. OIG discovered that over 27 percent of  all 

inspect ions involved Pilot  Program approved trucks operated by non-Pilot  Program drivers. 

 In an effort  to collect  inspect ion rate and safety performance data that  could be comparable to 

those of non-Pilot  Program carriers, FM CSA excluded inspect ions while a carrier was st ill in the 

first  stage of the Pilot  Program’s provisional registrat ion period, in which a carrier was inspected 

every t ime they crossed the border for 3-months.  After the exclusion, FM CSA analyzed a total of  

2,841 inspect ions, thereby further reducing the sample size and decreasing the stat ist ical 

validity. 

 During the program, 37 M exican carriers applied for Pilot  Program authority, but  only 15 total 

carriers were granted permission to part icipate, and of which 2 carriers either withdrew or had 

their pilot  program operat ing authority revoked, leaving only 13 part icipant carriers at  the end 

of the program.  While the Pilot  Program part icipants did not raise concerns regarding safety, 

“ the sample size was too small for us [OIG] to produce stat ist ically reliable estimates.
20

”   

 During the Pilot  Program, 90 percent of the border crossings and 80 percent of the inspect ions 

conducted were at t ributed to only 2 carriers.  “ This skewed distribut ion of act ivity makes a 

stat ist ical project ion about the ability of M exico-domiciled carriers to operate safely beyond the 

commercial zones along the United States-M exico border unreliable.
21

”   The most act ive carrier 

in the Pilot  Program, which conducted 13,598 trips in the U.S., only produced 99 trips outside of  

the commercial zone, while just  18 of  their inspect ions were conducted during those 99 trips. 

 Of the 1.5 million miles t raveled by the part icipant carriers, only 255,392, or 17 percent, were 

accrued while t raveling outside the four Border States. 

  

                                                             
18

 A total of 15 carriers enrolled in the Pilot  Program. However, at  the end of the Pilot  Program, one carrier had 

withdrawn, and one carrier had its Pilot  Program operating authority revoked, resulting in only 13 part icipant  

carriers. 
19

 Ibid., pg. 5. 
20

 Ibid., pg. 13. 
21

 Ibid. 
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Table 2: Summary of the OIG Audit Reports 

Audit Objectives Recommendations 

FM CSA Generally Complies 

With Statutory 

Requirements, but Actions 

Are Needed Prior To 

Initiating Its NAFTA Cross-

Border Trucking Pilot 

Program. 

(1) Verify whether FM CSA complied with the 

requirements set for in Sect ion 350, which included 

conduct ing PASAs for M exico–domiciled carriers 

seeking long–haul operat ing authority; (2) determined 

whether FM CSA addressed language differences 

between Sect ion 350(a) and its regulat ions that OIG 

ident ified in their init ial audit  of the prior 

Demonstrat ion Project , and (3) ident ified issues that 

should be addressed before the Pilot  Program is 

init iated. 

Before init iating the Pilot  Program, FM CSA should 

develop an act ion plan that should ident ify act ions for: 

(1) finalizing plans for how FM CSA will comply with 

Sect ion 350(a) requirements to conduct half of the 

PASAs and compliance reviews in M exico; (2) issuing 

coordinated site–specific plans, or an alternat ive overall 

plan for coordinat ing with CBP and the states, to ensure 

that pilot  program drivers and trucks are inspected at  

the border; (3) establishing a system to verify driver 

and truck eligibility for the pilot  program; (4) issuing an 

implementat ion plan for using electronic monitoring 

devices in the pilot  program; and (5) conduct ing pilot  

program training for inspect ion and enforcement 

personnel at  the border and within the United States.
22

 

Increased Participation 

and Improved Oversight 

M echanisms Would Benefit 

the NAFTA Pilot Program.   

determine whether (1) the pilot  program consists of an 

adequate and representat ive sample of M exico–

domiciled carriers that are likely to engage in cross–

border operat ions beyond the United States 

municipalit ies and commercial zones on the United 

States–M exico border, (2) Federal and State monitoring 

and enforcement act ivit ies are sufficient to ensure that 

part icipants in the pilot  program are complying with all 

applicable laws and regulat ions, and (3) the 

Department has established sufficient mechanisms to 

determine whether the pilot  program is adversely 

affect ing motor carrier safety. 

FM CSA should: (1) Revise FMCSA’s traffic and road sign 

test ing policy and procedures to: (a) require English 

responses to quest ions about t raffic and road signs, in 

accordance with the Federal Register requirements; (b) 

require test ing of all 21 traffic and road signs used for 

the PASA test ; (c) add a height clearance road sign to 

the traffic and road sign test ; (d) and provide training 

and guidance on traffic and road sign test ing to all 

enforcement officials. (2) Revise FMCSA’s quality 

assurance procedures for PASAs to ensure that field 

supervisors and new entrant specialists validate the 

agency’s verificat ion of the Secretaría de 

Communiciones y Transportes–tested drivers and 

ensure the accuracy of drug and alcohol stat ist ical 

summary reports and the accuracy of random drug and 
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alcohol test ing pools before approving PASAs. (3) 

Revise FM CSA’s pilot  program monitoring plan to 

include proact ive controls such as periodic checks of 

electronic monitoring data quality and report ing 

accuracy. (4) When appropriate program part icipat ion 

warrants, complete the development of mechanisms 

for detect ing cabotage violat ions as called for in the 

electronic monitoring contract .
23

 

FM CSA Adequately 

M onitored its NAFTA 

Cross-Border Trucing Pilot  

Program But Lacked a 

Representative Sample to 

Project Overall Safety 

Performance.   

Determine whether (1) Federal and State monitoring 

and enforcement act ivit ies are sufficient to ensure that 

part icipants in the pilot  program are in compliance with 

all applicable laws and regulations, (2) the Department 

has established sufficient mechanisms to determine 

whether the pilot  program is having any adverse effects 

on motor carrier safety, and (3) the pilot  program 

consists of an adequate and representat ive sample of 

M exico-domiciled carriers likely to engage in cross-

border operat ions beyond the United States 

municipalit ies and commercial zones on the United 

States-M exico border. 

FM CSA lacked an adequate number of M exico-

domiciled Pilot  Program carriers to yield stat ist ically 

valid findings for the Pilot  Program.  We are not making 

recommendat ions to improve FM CSA’s oversight of the 

Pilot  Program at this t ime, as FM CSA formally ended 

the Pilot  Program on October 10, 2014. 
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MCSAC Cross-Border Subcommittee  

In August 2011, FM CSA tasked the M otor Carrier Safety Advisory Commit tee (M CSAC), which is a group 

comprised of 20 members represent ing motor carrier safety advocacy, safety enforcement, industry, 

and labor communities and is designated to provide advice and recommendat ions to the Administrator 

of FM CSA on safety programs and safety regulat ions, with assessing the safety record of part icipat ing 

M exico-domiciled carriers in the Pilot  Program.  In response, M CSAC formed the Cross-Border 

Subcommit tee (Subcommit tee) to monitor the program by (1) assessing the safety record of 

part icipat ing M exico-domiciled motor carriers; (2) cont inuing to advise FM CSA concerning designated 

tasks related to the Pilot  Program; and (3) issue a final report  addressing whether FM CSA conducted the 

Pilot  Program in a manner consistent with the object ives out lined in the April 2011 Federal Register 

not ice (FRN). 

After holding six public meet ings between 2011 and 2014, as well as examining information provided by 

FM CSA and the Administrator of M exico’s federal motor carrier agency, the Subcommit tee stated, 

“ FM CSA has achieved—or will achieve—each of the object ives out lined in the April 2011 and 

subsequent Federal Register not ices, with the except ion of…a caveat…In summary, the Subcommit tee 

concludes that FM CSA has done what the Agency has said it  will do as part  of the pilot  program.  

However, the Subcommit tee quest ions whether the quant ity and quality of the data collected from 

carriers part icipat ing in the program is sufficient  to draw an appropriate conclusion about the Pilot  

Program.  As the majority of inspect ion and violat ion data was obtained from four M exico-domiciled 

carrier Pilot  Program part icipants that  drove primarily within the commercial border zones, the data 

appears insufficient  to determine whether M exican-domiciled motor carriers generally operating 

beyond the commercial zones would have similar safety records as U.S.-domiciled motor carriers.
24

”   

The following table highlights the Subcommit tee’s comments. 

Table 3: Summary of the Subcommittee’s Comments 

Federal Register Notice Objectives Subcommittee Comments 

April 13, 2011 Federal Register Notice Objectives 

Pilot  Program Descript ion 

While the vast majority of vehicles were inspected at  each 

border crossing during Stage 1, FM CSA acknowledged that  

not all vehicles were inspected. 

PASA 

The Subcommit tee believes that each of the PASA-related 

object ives has been met but has concerns about the lack of 

disclosure of affiliated motor carriers by applicants in the 

PASA process. 

M onitoring, Oversight, and 

Enforcement  

Upon review of the ELD data, some violat ions were noted, 

which were largely form and manner violat ions. All ELD data 

should have required annotat ions. 

List  of FM CSRs and laws for which FM CSA was unable to get copies of the part icipant drivers’ 
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FM CSA will Accept Compliance with a 

Corresponding M exican Law or 

Regulat ion 

records from individual M exican states 

Program Evaluat ion 

The Subcommit tee is concerned that the data obtained 

during the Pilot  Program is insufficient  to evaluate the safety 

performance of the actual M exican CM V carriers that  might 

operate in the U.S. moving forward.  Only 5 percent of  

inspect ions were conducted beyond the commercial zones. 

Representat ion of Data from the Pilot  

Study 

M ost data obtained in the program was obtained from a few 

pilot  part icipants. 

July 8, 2011 Federal Register Notice Objectives 

Equivalency of U.S.-M exico Laws and 

Governing Safety 

FM CSA has at tempted to review drivers’ M exican State CDL 

records for violat ions in a personal vehicle that  would result  

in a suspension or revocat ion in the U.S., but  FM CSA cannot  

obtain this informat ion. 

Stat ist ical Validity 

Data collected and provided to the Subcommit tee appears to 

be insufficient  for analysis.  After not ing specific flaws in the 

collected data, the Subcommit tee stated that they were 

concerned that the number of inspect ions conducted 

throughout the Pilot  Program (although greater than the 

target number of inspect ions) is insufficient  to evaluate the 

program. 

 

The Pilot Program Results 

FM CSA conducted the Pilot  Program between October 14, 2011 and October 10, 2014, during which 37 

M exico-domiciled motor carriers applied for authority to part icipate.  However, only 15 motor carriers 

were granted Pilot  Program operat ing authority, and of which, 2 carriers did not complete the program, 

which resulted in just  13 carriers obtaining operat ing authority registrat ion cert ificates at  the 

complet ion of the Pilot  Program.   Another 21 carriers had their applicat ions either withdrawn or 

dismissed, including 3 motor carriers that  were rejected after failing the DHS security review.  

Addit ionally, 1 carrier ended the Pilot  Program while st ill await ing operat ing authority.  Following a quick 

analysis of all 37 applicants, it  is important  to note that the Pilot  Program generated only a 35 percent  

success rate.  OOFI is concerned whether a similar success rate can be extrapolated for all future 

applicants. 

Table 4: Mexico-Domiciled Carriers without Operating Authority 

Carrier Name (dba) USDOT 

No. 

Status of 

Application 

Reason 

Aguirre Ramos Jorge Luis 1286830 Withdrawn Not  given 

Akemigabby Transport (Figueroa 

Robles Gabriel) 

2301851 Dismissed Operated CMV in interstate and foreign commerce 

outside the boundaries of a commercial zone 

Amador Valdez 998139 Dismissed Failed Department of Homeland  Security screening 

process 
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Autotransportes Libre Comercio 

Sa De Cv 

1189128 Dismissed Not  given 

Especializados Willie Sa De Cv 2295065 Withdrawn Withdrawal because the carrier's primary business 

involves oversize cargo 

Jose Luis Hernandez Avila 1658186 Dismissed Operated CMV in interstate and foreign commerce 

outside the boundaries of a commercial zone 

Las Transport  (Gerardo Antonio 

Smith Sarabia) 

2294430 Dismissed Result of failing the required security screening 

M edimexico S De Rl De Cv 626455 Dismissed Twice operated CM Vs in interstate and foreign 

commerce outside the commercial zone boundaries 

M ontemayor Espinoza Trucking 555258 Withdrawn Not  Given 

Nature Flavor Produce S De Rl 

De Cv 

2120188 Withdrawn Not  given 

Ricardo Herrera Bolanos 2358460 Withdrawn Not  given 

Road M achinery Co Sa De Cv 2091627 Withdrawn Not  Given 

Transmex, Inc. Sa De Cv 710381 Dismissed Received a "Conditional"  safety rat ing during a 

compliance review 

Transportes Divalo (Josue Ivan 

Rodriguez Angulo) 

1816618 Dismissed Failed Department of Homeland Security’s screening 

process 

Transportes Grihop (Luis 

Edmundo Grijalva Gamez) 

1598518 Dismissed Operated CMV in interstate and foreign commerce 

outside the boundaries of a commercial zone 

Transportes Impacto (Adriana 

De Leon Amaro) 

2117609 Failed Operated CMV in interstate and foreign commerce 

outside the boundaries of a commercial zone 

Transportes Julian Villa (M aria 

Isabel M endivil Velarde) 

1548345 Dismissed Did not  disclose two affiliated companies and had a 

poor safety history, including 51 non-English 

speaking driver violations 

Transportes M or Sa De Cv (Jorge 

Luis Cardena Romo) 

555687 Failed Lack of test ing program for alcohol and controlled 

substances 

Transportes Unimex Sa De Cv 1739863 Dismissed FM CSA discovered pat terns of non-compliance 

Trinity Industries De M exico S De 

Rl De Cv 

610385 Withdrawn Internal issues 

Y&R Fashion M ex S De Rl De Cv 1678162 Dismissed Operated CMV in interstate and foreign commerce 

outside the boundaries of a commercial zone 

 

It  is important to note that FM CSA included the data from all 15 carriers which received permanent 

operat ing authority during the Pilot  Program regardless of the 2 carriers which either withdrew from the 

program or had their authority revoked.  Overall, these 15 M exico-domiciled carriers operated with 71 

trucks and 56 drivers, and incurred 28,225 crossings, 5,545 inspect ions, and 1,519,022 miles t raveled 

over the 3-year period.  After compiling the results, OOFI noted that this equates to an average of 53.8 

miles per crossing, which can hardly be considered long-haul. 
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Table 5: Mexico-Domiciled Carriers with Operating Authority 

Carrier Name US DOT 

No. 

No. of 

Vehicles 

No. of 

Drivers 

No. of 

Crossings 

No. of 

Inspections 

Transportes Olympic 555188 5 5 352 287 

M oises Alvarez Perez 677516 1 1 8 8 

Transportes Del Valle De Guadalupe Sa De Cv 2208377 1 1 497 107 

Servicios Refrigerados Internacionales Sa De 

Cv 

1052546 1 3 168 36 

Higienicos Y Desechables Del Bajio Sa De Cv 710491 1 1 9 8 

Jose Guadalupe M orales Guevara Dba Fletes 

M orales 

683409 1 3 209 58 

Grupo Behr 861744 1 3 576 61 

GCC Transporte Sa De Cv 650155 4 6 5,528 1,393 

Transportat ion And Cargo Solut ions 779973 6 9 6 4 

Servicio De Transporte Internacional Y Local 

Sa De Cv 

557341 30 23 20,102 3,080 

Transportes M onteblanco Sa De Cv 1059694 2 6 390 353 

Ram Trucking Sa De Cv 2063285 1 1 5 4 

Importaciones Y Distribuciones Lat in America 

Gami Sa De Cv 

2448536 1 1 65 57 

Sergio Tristan M aldonaldo Dba Tristan*  

Transfer 

2348928 0 0 60 34 

Baja Express Transportes Sa De Cv*  2194257 0 0 250 55 

    55 53 28,225 5,545 

* Carriers were not operat ing as of October 10, 2014. Therefore, no drivers and vehicles are listed. However, they 

did have previous crossings and inspect ions 

 

Table 6: Miles Traveled during Pilot Program 

Location M iles per week Total 

Southern Border States 11,614 1,263,630 

Non-Border States 2,119*  255,392 

Total 13,733 1,519,022 

* A single long-haul carrier with just  one truck averages more per week 
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FMCSA’s Report to Congress and Pilot Program Concerns 

In January 2015, FM CSA submit ted a report  to Congress ent itled United States-M exico Cross-Border 

Long-Haul Trucking Pilot Program Report to Congress in which the Agency concluded that “ the Pilot  

Program successfully demonstrated that M exican motor carriers can and do operate throughout the 

United States at  a safety level equivalent to U.S. and Canada-domiciled motor carriers and consistent  

with the high safety standards the FM CSA imposes on all motor carrier authorized to operate in the 

United States.
25

”   Nevertheless, OOFI’s analysis of the Pilot  Program is in stark contrast  to FM CSA’s 

subsequent report .  Specifically, OOFI found fault  in the program’s stat ist ical validity as well as FM CSA’s 

execut ion of the program.   

In the laws of science and stat ist ics, validity refers to whether a study is able to draw appropriate 

conclusions that both correspond and agree with the real word, thus in order for a study to be 

considered scient ifically valid, the conclusions must rely on mathematical and stat ist ical laws.  Although 

there are different types of stat ist ical validity, such as internal validity, construct  validity, and external 

validity, perhaps the most important, and the least  considered, is stat ist ical conclusion validity which 

ensures that the conclusions drawn from the data sets are actually correct  and reasonable.  Therefore, 

stat ist ical conclusion validity involves the ut ilizat ion of adequate sampling procedures, appropriate 

stat ist ical test , and reliable measurement procedures.
26,

 
27

 

One of the most common and primary threats to stat ist ical conclusion validity is low stat ist ical power.  

In the laws of stat ist ics, power is defined as the probability of correct ly reject ing a null hypothesis
28

 

when it  is false.  Thus, studies with low power have a high probability of incorrect ly accept ing the null 

hypothesis, which is called a type II error, meaning that the study finds no difference when one exists.  

However, type II error can also be used interchangeably with type I error which occurs when the study 

finds a difference or correlat ion when none actually exists.  Low power occurs when the sample size of 

the study is too small given other factors involved.   

For an example, FM CSA’s analysis of the 15 Pilot  Program part icipants found that the carriers had safety 

records that  were equal to or bet ter than the nat ional average for U.S. and Canadian motor carriers 

operat ing in the United States.
29

  Stat ist ical conclusion validity refutes however the Agency’s ability to 

compare inspect ion data and OOS rates of 15 M exico-domiciled carriers, which accumulated 5,545 

inspect ions, with inspect ion data and OOS rates for over 500,000 U.S. carriers, which had incurred 

approximately 14.4 million inspect ions over the length of the program according to the OIG.
30
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 United States-M exico Cross-Border Long-Haul Trucking Pilot Program Report  to Congress, pg. 1-2. 
26

 J.R. Cohen and M.E. Swerdlik, Psychological test ing and assessment (6th edit ion), M cGraw-Hill (2004). 
27

 T.D. Cook et  al., Quasi-experimentat ion: Design & analysis issues for field set t ings. Houghton M ifflin 

(1979). 
28
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Addit ionally, the OIG stated in their final audit  that  27 percent, or 1,525 of the 5,545 inspect ions 

incurred during the program involved Pilot  Program-approved trucks which were driven by non-Pilot 

Program drivers operat ing within the commercial zones.  If removed, the Pilot  Program part icipants 

yielded 4,309 inspect ions.  While FM CSA did exclude the non-pilot  program drivers from that analysis of  

the driver OOS rates, Agency officials explained to the OIG that they wanted to include more data on the 

operat ional condit ion of Pilot  Program trucks, including those operated by non-Pilot  Program drivers.
31

 

Furthermore, it  is also significant to note that in FM CSA’s analysis, the Agency excluded all inspect ions 

that were conducted while a part icipant carrier was st ill operat ing in stage 1 of the program.  Stage 1 

required all carriers to be inspected each t ime they crossed the border for at  least  3-months [for more 

informat ion concerning the various stages, please refer to Table 1 of this report ].  After this exclusion, 

FM CSA was left  to analyze a total of 2,841 inspect ions, thereby further decreasing the already small 

sample size of the program.
32

   

In the April 2011 FRN, FM CSA calculated that the program would require at  least  46 part icipat ing 

carriers and 4,100 inspect ions in order to sufficient ly detect  differences in violat ion rates between 

M exican carriers and U.S. and Canadian-domiciled carriers.  While the program did achieve more than 

4,100 inspect ions, the Agency’s analysis only included 2,841 inspect ions; thereby the analysis did not 

achieve FM CSA’s stated goals.  The Pilot  Program also fell far short  of the target number of 46 carriers, 

as it  concluded with only 13.  M oreover, at  the t ime when FM CSA presented the collected data to the 

Subcommit tee, which included only 5,046 inspect ions, the Subcommit tee commented that the vast  

majority, or 81.5 percent, of the inspect ions were Level III inspect ions, which are driver only.  The 

Subcommit tee’s report  detailed a number of other specific flaws in the collected data, such as: 

 Only 5 percent of the cross-border t rips (1,150 out of 20,918) involved a CM V that t ravelled 

beyond the border zone; 

 Of the 1,150 trips involving part icipat ing t rucks with dest inat ions beyond the border zone, 728 

safety inspect ions were conducted, and all but  9 of  these inspect ions were conducted at  the 

border; and 

 M ileage data collected in the program is insufficient  to render any valid stat ist ical analysis 

regarding the crash rate. 

Finally, to further complicate the stat ist ical conclusion validity of the Pilot  Program and FM CSA’s 

subsequent report  to Congress, 91 percent of all crossings and 81 percent  of all inspect ions were 

accrued by just  2 part icipant carriers, who also represented over half of the vehicles and drivers 

included in the program.  M oreover, 4 carriers had less than 10 crossings and inspect ions for the 

durat ion of the pilot .  An amalgamation of these facts led the Subcommit tee to quest ion both the 

quant ity and the quality of the data collected, and caused the OIG to state simply, “ FM CSA lacked an 

adequate number of M exico-domiciled pilot  program carriers to yield stat istically valid findings for the 
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pilot  program.  A more comprehensive review of the reliability and validity of the data is located in 

Appendix B. 

Chart 1: Total Number of Crossings by Participant Carriers 

 

Chart 2: Total Number of Inspections by Participant Carriers 

 

FM CSA responded to the OIG’s comment by stat ing, “With respect to the representat iveness of the pilot  

carrier safety performance data, there are a limited number of companies that would profit  from 
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t ransport ing goods beyond the commercial zones, and fewer that  would have established business 

relat ionships that would support  t ransportat ion beyond the border states.
33

”   Nevertheless, according to 

the April 2011 FRN, the Agency init iated the Pilot  Program “ to test  and demonstrate the ability of 

M exico-based motor carriers to operate safely in the United States beyond the municipalit ies and 

commercial zones along the United-States border.
34

”   Whether or not a limited number of M exico-

domiciled carriers would profit  from the program was not the focus of the pilot .  Instead, it was ability of 

M exican carriers to operate safely beyond the commercial zones. 

In addit ion to the part icipant carriers, FM CSA included as part  of their analysis the safety records of 

Enterprise and Cert ificate carriers for the same t ime period as the pilot  in order to supplement the data.   

As a result , FM CSA stated that they “ examined safety data from a populat ion of more than 1,000 

M exico-domiciled (Cert ificate) or M exican-owned (Enterprise) motor carriers that  conducted long-haul 

t ransportat ion beyond the commercial zones during the Pilot  Program period.  This included 351 

Enterprise carriers that  received authority during the same 3-year period.
35

”   Although the use of such 

data was included in the April 2011 FRN, it  is again important to remember that  the pilot  was conducted 

in order to test  and demonstrated the ability of M exico-based carriers to operate safely beyond the 

commercial zones.  However, Enterprise carriers, while M exican owned, are not  domiciled or based in 

M exico, but are for all intents and purposes U.S. carriers.  Therefore, they should not have been 

included in the Agency’s report .  An exclusion of Enterprise carrier data would leave FM CSA with 260 

Cert ificate carriers that  were actually in operat ion at  the t ime of the pilot  study.   

Regardless of FM CSA’s inclusion of Cert ificate and Enterprise carriers, OOFI has demonstrated previously 

in a white paper ent it led, Are Enterprise Carriers M ore Safe than United States-based Carriers: Fact  or 

Fict ion (Appendix A), that  M exican carriers’ inspect ions and OOS rates cannot be compared with that  of  

U.S.-based carriers because these different groups are not held to the same set of standards, meaning 

that violat ions that usually result  in a driver or vehicle being placed OOS do not always result  in an OOS 

violat ion for M exican and Enterprise carriers. 

For example, there is a large disparity between U.S.-carriers and M exico-domiciled and Enterprise 

carriers for both non-English speaking drivers and drivers that  are unable to understand highway traffic 

signs and signals in the English language being placed OOS.  In April 2005, the CVSA, which is the an 

internat ional not-for-profit  organizat ion comprised of local, state, provincial, territorial and federal 

motor carrier safety officials,
36

 added a criteria that  allowed enforcement officers to place a driver who 

could not  speak or understand English while in the United States, out-of-service.  The criteria stated: 

“ In recognit ion of the three countries’ language differences, it  is the responsibility of the driver 

and the motor carrier to be able to communicate in the country in which the driver/ carrier is 
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operat ing so that  safety is not  compromised. Driver is unable to communicate sufficient ly to 

understand and respond to official inquiries and directions. … Place driver out  of service.
37

”  

OOFI broke down the OOS rates reported by FM CSA that appears to show a higher level of regulatory 

compliance by M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers than their U.S. counterparts.  However, the 

assert ion hinges on an inconsistent applicat ion of out-of-service orders on U.S. motor carriers and 

M exico-domiciled motor carriers.  The following table demonstrates that U.S.-domiciled carriers are 

held to a higher standard that the other types of carriers. 

Table 7: Driver OOS Violation Rates 

 United States M exico Enterprise 

Violation Description Viols. 
OOS 

Percent 
Viols. 

OOS 

Percent 
Viols. 

OOS 

Percent 

Driver M ust Be Able To Understand Highway Traffic 

Signs And Signals In The English Language 
225 27.11% 3,294 0.03% 12 0.00% 

Driving beyond 11 hour driving limit in a 14 hour 

period. (Property Carrying Vehicle) 
26,957 44.16% 135 26.00% 104 22.12% 

Driving beyond 14 hour duty period (Property carrying 

vehicle) 
50,122 43.01% 210 24.13% 156 35.90% 

Non-English Speaking Driver 4,635 70.54% 82,841 0.07% 840 4.40% 

Requiring Or Permitting Driver To Drive After 

14 Hours On Duty 
4,414 42.22% 95 16.84% 17 17.65% 

 

While FM CSA proclaimed that the Pilot  Program demonstrated that M exico-based motor carriers 

operate as safe, or bet ter, than U.S.-based motor carriers, the data from which the Agency has drawn 

their conclusions is not scient ifically valid, as confirmed by the OIG, the Subcommit tee, and OOFI.  

Specifically, the program does not  meet the adequate sampling procedures in order to agree with the 

requirements for stat ist ical conclusion validity, or in other words, the sample size is too small and 

contains too many flaws to be considered reliable.    

Furthermore, although FM CSA attempted to evaluate the ability of M exican carriers to operate safely 

outside of the commercial zones, the Agency did so by ut ilizing data that was primarily incurred within 

the commercial zone.  Therefore, FM CSA should have included as part  of their evaluat ion a comparison 

of M exico-domiciled carriers with U.S.-domiciled carriers that  operated within the Border States (i.e. 

Arizona, California, New M exico, and Texas).   

In August 2015, OOFI obtained records from the M CM IS database which included informat ion on the 

Cert ificate, Enterprise, and Pilot  Program carriers that FM CSA ut ilized as part  of their analysis.  Ut ilizing 

this data, OOFI evaluated the OOS rates of  the M exican carriers with that  of  U.S.-based carriers 

operat ing within Arizona, California, and Texas.  New M exico was not included as part  of the evaluat ion 

because there was simply not enough data.  Table 8 below demonstrates that  within the commercial 
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zones, Cert ificate, Enterprise, and Pilot  Program carriers performed worse on average than U.S.-

domiciled carriers.  

Table 8: OOS Rates of Mexico-domiciled and U.S.-domiciled carriers within the Commercial 

Zones 

State 
U.S. Based Carriers M X Carriers*  

Vehicle OOS  Driver OOS Vehicle OOS  Driver OOS 

Arizona 18.5% 13.3% 21.5% 1.7% 

California 16.1% 1.6% 20.5% 2.6% 

Texas 23.1% 4.9% 20.5% 12.2% 

* Consists of Cert if icate, Enterprise, and Pilot Program carriers 

 

Administration of the Pilot Program 

FM CSA developed the Pilot  Program not only to assess the safety of M exico-domiciled carriers operat ing 

beyond the U.S. municipalities, but  also to test  and demonstrate the effect iveness of its regulat ions 

governing the registrat ion and monitoring of the M exican carriers.  The OIG concluded that FM CSA had 

established sufficient  monitoring and enforcement act ivit ies to comply with the 34 dist inct  requirements 

set  forth in Sect ion 350(a) of the 2002 Appropriat ions Act, while the Subcommit tee found that FM CSA 

had completed all the processes that the Agency said it  would do as part  of the Pilot  Program.  

Nonetheless, OOFI discovered a number of discrepancies while evaluating the Agency’s ability to 

adequately administer and enforce the program into the possible future.   

For example, following the conclusion of the Pilot  Program, OOFI quest ioned whether FMCSA can 

adequately and properly conduct the necessary security and safety vet t ing of M exico-domiciled carriers 

interested in obtaining authority to operate beyond the commercial zones, especially considering that 

the U.S. State Department issued warnings concerning significant organized crime act ivity, kidnappings, 

and homicides in M exico which prohibited FM CSA from complet ing the requirement to conduct 50 

percent of the PASAs onsite in M exico.  

Addit ionally, not only did the OIG note failures produced by FM CSA’s quality assurance personnel and 

PASA auditors regarding the verificat ion of required driver’s license test ing and Federal drug and alcohol 

test ing, but OOFI discovered that a number of program part icipants had undisclosed affiliates.  Although 

the Agency eventually caught and corrected all discrepancies, there is a very real danger that  some 

carriers init ially and purposely omit ted their affiliate relat ionships.     

For example, despite the substant ial evidence which indicated that Sergio Tristan M aldonado (Tristan 

Transfer) was a reincarnated carrier, as the carrier had applied for the pilot  while utilizing the same 3 

drivers and 3 power units employed by an undisclosed affiliate, M aria Higinia Tristan M aldonado, who 

exceeded the CSA safety intervent ion threshold for both the Driver Fitness and the Vehicle M aintenance 

Behavioral Analysis and Safety Improvement Categories (BASICs), FM CSA granted Tristan Transfer 

operat ing authority in 2013.  Tristan Transfer’s authority was revoked following a compliance review in 

which the Agency noted 13 violat ions, including using a driver before the motor carrier has received a 
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negat ive pre-employment controlled substance test  result , failing to invest igate a driver’s background, 

requiring or permit t ing a driver to drive after the end of the 14
th

 hour after coming on-duty, and 

requiring or permit t ing a driver to drive after having been on duty 70 hours in 8 consecut ive days.  

FM CSA further intensified OOFI’s concerns when the Agency released a report  to the Subcommit tee 

stat ing that only 2 of the 15 part icipant carriers did not disclose any affiliates, 1 of which had no affiliate.  

However, as OOFI examined and monitored the Pilot  Program throughout its durat ion, OOFI noted that  

there were in fact  8 addit ional carriers which did not properly disclose their affiliates at  the t ime of their 

applicat ion.  Although FMCSA has painted the undisclosed affiliates as a non-issue, it  invites the 

quest ion of whether the Agency is conduct ing due diligence in their safety and security vet t ing 

procedures.  After FM CSA recognized that Tristan Transfer had an undisclosed affiliate, the Agency 

allowed the carrier to send in a let ter acknowledging the affiliat ion.  Tristan Transfer, whose behavior 

matches the very definition of a reincarnated carrier, merely stated that they had been employed by 

their sister.  When Transportes M onteblanco was discovered to have an undisclosed affiliate, they 

mailed a let ter to FM CSA explaining that they misunderstood the quest ion. 

Table 9: Mexico-Domiciled Carrier  Affiliations 

Carrier 

Applicant 

Identified 

Affiliate? 

Name /  DOT # of Affiliate Relationship 

Transportes Olympic Yes OM C Carrier, LLC (#1281837), Fernando Paez 

Transport , Inc. DBA Olympic Transport 

(#535886) 

Company execut ive 

same 

M oises Alvarez Perez No None N/ A 

Baja Express Yes Carlos Tirado Valdez Baja Express 

(#1636580) 

Company execut ive 

same 

Transportes del Valle Yes Jose Alejandro Torres Osorio Transportes Del 

Valle De Guadalupe (#1902901) 

Company execut ive 

same 

SRI*  No SRI Trucking, LLC (#1614866) Company official same 

Higienicos y 

Desechables*  

No Comercializadora Mexicana Trading Inc. 

(#1540294) 

Company principal 

same 

Jose Guadalupe 

M orales dba Fletes 

M orales 

Yes Jose Guadalupe (#1217935) Company official same 

Grupo Behr*  No Logix Transport Inc. (#2210821), Pacific 

Customs Services (FF#9476-P), M aria 

Guadalupe Carrillo Cervantes (#1553781) 

Company official same; 

use of vehicle and/ or 

driver 

STIL*  No Internat ional Transportat ion Services, Inc. 

(#2257332) 

Company principal(s), 

mailing addresses same 

Ram Trucking*  No Zaro Transportat ion LLC (#1741743), Auto 

Transportes Zaros (#1421433) 

Company principals 

same 
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GCC*  No American Cement  Co., Inc. (#269815); GCC 

Dacotah Inc DBA GCC of America 

(#1747865), CRM  Acquisit ions, Inc. DBA 

Consolidated Ready M ix, Inc. (1451833), GCC 

Alliance Concrete, Inc. (229282), Alliance 

Transportat ion, Inc. (448872) 

Corporate parent  owns 

cement  producing 

plants in US states 

Sergio Tristan 

M aldonaldo DBA 

Tristan Transfer 

No M aria Higinia  Tristan M aldonado DBA 

Trujillo’s Transfer (#1771021) 

Sister of principal 

TRACSO*  No XIM Enterprises LLC (#2340741) Company president 

same 

Transportes 

M onteblanco*  

No M g Alimentos Inc. (#1442274), Transportes 

M onteblanco (#1871386) 

Company execut ive 

same 

IDLA Yes Hector Serrano Lee DBA Importaciones y 

Dist ribuciones Lat ina America Gami 

(#1983616) 

Company principals 

father-son relationship;  

address same 

* FM CSA originally had the carrier identif ied as properly disclosing their affiliation 

Furthermore, it  appears that  FM CSA would not have properly informed the public concerning such 

issues as the ut ilizat ion of non-Pilot  Program drivers operat ing pilot-approved trucks, the small 

percentage of part icipant carriers’ dest inat ions, inspect ions, and miles t raveled occurring outside the 

commercial zones, and undisclosed affiliates, had it  not  been for the OIG and the Subcommit tee.  

Undoubtedly, these issues raise concerns about FM CSA properly administering and enforcing the Pilot  

Program into the possible future. 

In addit ion to the security and vett ing issues, OOFI is also concerned with FM CSA’s ability to properly 

monitor the program during the future, and specifically if the Agency is capable of adequately assessing 

the safety records of the program’s part icipants.  In August 2015, OOFI obtained records from the 

M CM IS database which included informat ion on the Cert ificate, Enterprise, and Pilot  Program carriers 

that  FM CSA ut ilized as part  of their analysis.  As part  of its research, OOFI discovered a number of 

discrepancies which quest ion FMCSA’s current monitoring procedures.  For example, although 

Cert ificate carriers are domiciled in M exico and Enterprise carriers are domiciled in the United States, 

FM CSA’s database included Cert ificate carriers based in the U.S. and Enterprise carriers based in M exico.  

While this may appear to be a small oversight, OOFI believes that it  is an indicat ion of a much larger 

problem, namely that  inaccurate and incomplete data within M CMIS has and will affect  the Agency’s 

ability to evaluate safety. 

For example, each of the 7 individual BASICs, Unsafe Driving, Crash Indicator, HOS Compliance, Vehicle 

M aintenance, Controlled Substances and Alcohol, Hazardous M aterials Compliance, and Driver Fitness, 

require a certain number of inspect ions in order to generate a percent ile score.  While stat ist ical experts 

consider any rat io measure that is based upon fewer than 20 observat ions, or inspect ions, unreliable, 

FM CSA requires at  least  3 inspect ions for both the Unsafe Driving and the HOS Compliance BASICs, while 

the Vehicle M aintenance and the Driver Fitness BASICs need at  least  5 inspect ions.  Nonetheless, while 
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many of the M exican carriers had incurred enough inspect ions to generate a score, they did not  officially 

have a percent ile score even though many had above average OOS rates.  

Table 10: Mexican Carriers BASICs compared with Inspections and OOS Rates 

No. of 

Inspections  

Vehicle 

OOS 

Driver 

OOS 

Unsafe 

Driving 

HOS Vehicle 

M aint 

Subs & 

Alcohol 

Driver 

Fitness 

             10  25.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5*  0% 0% 

               9  33.3% 12.5% 0% L3† L5 0% L5 

             16  25.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               9  75.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             10  22.2% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             13  25.0% 0.0% L3 0% L5 0% 0% 

             11  16.7% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               8  33.3% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               6  16.7% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               8  16.7% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               8  80.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% L5 

               6  25.0% 16.7% 0% 0% L5 0% L5 

             24  26.7% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% L5 

             12  25.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             11  33.3% 0.0% L3 L3 L5 0% 0% 

               8  0.0% 11.1% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             23  21.4%  0% 0% NO‡ 0% 0% 

             16  18.2% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             11  25.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               6  25.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               6  25.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             31  14.3% 3.1% 0% NO L5 0% 0% 

             15  14.3% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               7  20.0% 14.3% 0% L3 L5 0% L5 

             10  42.9% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             12  25.0% 10.0% 0% L3 L5 0% L5 

             13  50.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             10  22.2% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

               8  33.3% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             12  50.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             12  100.0% 10.0% L3 L3 L5 0% L5 

               9  33.3% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             12  25.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             15  16.7% 0.0% L3 L3 L5 0% 0% 

             13  25.0% 8.3% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 
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             16  11.1% 7.1% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             16  7.1% 5.9% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

               9  20.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               8  33.3% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             19  33.3% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             21  23.1% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             14  20.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             15  42.9% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             17  33.3% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

               9  20.0% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             12  28.6% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             19  30.0% 11.8% 0% L3 L5 NO 0% 

             11  46.2% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             11  33.3% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

             15  20.0% 6.7% 0% L3 L5 0% L5 

               9  50.0% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             22  18.8% 4.5% 0% 0% L5 0% L5 

             11  37.5% 0.0% 0% 0% L5 0% 0% 

               6  20.0% 0.0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

               6  33.3% 0.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

               8  14.3% 10.0% 0% L3 L5 0% 0% 

             48  29.0% 2.7% 0% NO NO 0% 0% 

†According to SM S, the carrier had less than 3 (L3) inspect ions and could not generate a score 

* According to SM S, the carrier had less than 3 (L3) inspect ions and could not generate a score 

‡According to SMS, the carrier had no viola ons (NO) within the past year 

According to the regulat ions, FM CSA requires that all ent it ies under its jurisdict ion update their M CS-

150 every two years.  Failure to complete the biennial update is supposed to result  in the deact ivat ion of 

an ent ity’s USDOT number and may result  in civil penalt ies of up to $1,000 per day, not to exceed 

$10,000.  Nevertheless, 25 percent of the 191 act ive Cert ificate carriers and 18 percent of the 625 act ive 

Enterprise carriers in the Agency’s database had either outdated vehicle miles t raveled (VM T) or had no 

mileage listed at  all.  OOFI asks how FM CSA can accurately determine the safety of M exican carriers 

operat ing outside the commercial zones with outdated, and in some cases non-existent, informat ion. 

M oreover, OOFI quest ions the Agency’s ability to compare and assess the safety data of Certificate, 

Enterprise, and Pilot  Program carriers with that  of U.S.-based carriers into the future.  In addit ion to the 

issue concerning the small sample size of M exican carriers, OOFI discovered that  the mileage of these 

carriers is far fewer than that of the average U.S.-domiciled t ruck driver.  According to OOFI’s 2014 

Owner-Operator M ember Profile Survey and 2015 Professional Employee Driver Profile Survey, the 

average long-haul owner-operator and the average company driver operate approximately 100,000 

miles each year.  However, 67 percent of the Cert ificate carriers and 56 percent of the Enterprise 
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carriers drive 30,000 miles or fewer each year.  This makes a comparison of M exican carriers and U.S. 

carriers impossible because of the large variance in exposure. 

Table 11: Certificate Carriers Vehicle Miles Traveled 

Annual VM T  Percentage 

 None listed  5% 

 0-10,000  39% 

 10,001-20,000  14% 

 20,001-30,000  9% 

 30,001-40,000  1% 

 40,001-50,000  5% 

 50,001-75,000  6% 

 75,001-100,000  5% 

 100,001-125,000  3% 

 125,001-150,000  2% 

 150,000-200,000  2% 

 200,001-250,000  1% 

 250,001-500,000  8% 

 500,001-1,000,000  1% 

 1,000,000+  1% 

 Grand Total  100% 

 

Table 12: Enterprise Carriers Vehicle Miles Traveled 

Annual VM T  Percentage 

 None listed  4% 

 0-10,000  28% 

 10,001-20,000  14% 

 20,001-30,000  10% 

 30,001-40,000  7% 

 40,001-50,000  3% 

 50,001-75,000  7% 

 75,001-100,000  6% 

 100,001-125,000  3% 

 125,001-150,000  3% 

 150,001-200,000  3% 

 200,001-250,000  3% 

 250,001-500,000  4% 

 500,001-1,000,000  3% 

 1,000,000+  4% 

 Grand Total  100% 
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Conclusion 

At the complet ion of the Pilot  Program, FM CSA submit ted a report  to Congress stat ing that M exico-

domiciled motor carriers operated as safe, or better, than U.S. and Canadian-domiciled motor carriers 

after conduct ing an analysis on the ability of M exican carriers to operate safely beyond the commercial 

zones.  However, both the Demonstrat ion Project  and the Pilot  Program had similar and significant 

flaws, namely that  the part icipat ion fell short  of the projected goals and that a majority of the data was 

accrued within the commercial zones, not outside of them.   

The 2007 Independent Evaluat ion Panel presented that less than 15 percent of all crossings were 

beyond the commercial zone, while both the OIG and the Subcommit tee reported that only 5% of all 

dest inat ions occurred outside of  the U.S. municipalities.  In fact , the OIG commented that the most  

act ive carrier in the pilot  primarily made their deliveries to a locat ion within just  2 miles of the U.S.-

M exico border.  “ According to preliminary FM CSA data as of June 15, 2014, M exico-domiciled motor 

carrier Servicio de Transporte Internacional y Local made 13,598 trips in the United States, but only 99 

trips involved operat ions outside of the commercial zone, and only 18 inspect ions were conducted 

during these 99 long-haul t rips.
38

”   

How can the Agency evaluate the ability of M exico-domiciled motor carriers to operate safely outside of 

the commercial zones, which was the parameter of both the Iraq Supplemental Appropriat ions Act and 

the April 2011 FRN, when relat ively few inspect ions and dest inat ions occurred beyond the U.S. 

municipalit ies?  Both the Demonstrat ion Project  and the Pilot  Program were designed to assess safety of 

M exican carriers operat ing beyond the commercial zones, not within them.  The inclusion of Certificate 

and Enterprise carriers cannot supplement the Pilot  Program data, as Enterprise carriers in part icular are 

essent ially U.S.-based carriers and are therefore not comparable with M exican-based carriers. 

In addit ion to the lack of valuable data beyond the commercial zone, a vast  majority of the figures from 

the pilot  were incurred by only 2 carriers, which caused the OIG to provide the comment, “ This skewed 

distribut ion of act ivity makes a stat ist ical project ion about the ability of M exico-domiciled carriers to 

operate safely beyond the commercial zones along the United-States-M exico border unreliable.”   

Overall, the sample size of the pilot  study was simply too small to be considered stat ist ically valid.  Thus, 

the conclusions that FM CSA drew from the Pilot  Program cannot be correlated with the real world.  
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Appendix A: Are Enterprise Carriers More Safe than United States 

Carriers: Fact or Fiction 

Introduction 

In January 2014, the Congressional Research Service (CRS) released a report  in which the following 

quest ion was posed, “Are M exican trucks less safe than United States t rucks?”   In order to judge the 

parameters of safety, CRS ut ilized the Federal M otor Carrier Safety Administrat ion’s (FM CSA) out-of-

service (OOS) rates for both vehicles and drivers from roadside inspect ions.  OOS violat ions are 

violat ions that are considered to be an imminent hazard which are severe enough to prevent a t ruck or 

driver from cont inuing to operate unt il the deficiency is addressed.
39

   

CRS found that 20% of t rucks based in the U.S. that  undergo a roadside inspect ion were placed OOS, and 

about 5% of drivers were taken OOS.  Whereas the 15 M exican carriers that  part icipated in the U.S.-

M exico Cross-Border Pilot  Trucking Program had lower rates, except for 4 carriers which had vehicle 

OOS rates similar to that  of U.S. t rucks.
40

  However, it  is important to note the small data set  in which 

CRS had to work with.  CRS compared inspect ion and OOS rates of 15 M exican carriers, which 

accumulated 1,646 inspect ions in 2013, with OOS rates for over 500,000 U.S. carriers, which had 

approximately 3.5 million inspect ions.   

In addit ion, of those 15 M exican motor carriers, two carriers had accumulated 81% of the inspect ions, 

which brands the sampling stat ist ically invalid for comparison or analysis.  Furthermore, data from the 

three-year pilot  program demonstrated that only 16% of all miles were traveled outside of the 

commercial zone, while only 5% of all dest inat ions were outside the commercial zones.  Therefore, this 

small sample does not adequately represent long-haul t rucking operat ions, which was the subject  of the 

pilot  program.  

Although stat ist ically invalid, CRS compared the data from the pilot  program with data of U.S.-domiciled 

carriers’ OOS rates, and offered the conclusion that  M exican carriers OOS rates were lower than their 

U.S. counterparts.  In 2009, the CRS stated that recent  data provided by the FM CSA indicated that other 

M exican trucks (those operat ing in the 25-mile “ commercial zone”  across the border) are as safe as U.S. 

t rucks and that the drivers are generally safer than U.S. drivers
41

.  Enterprise carriers, which are US 

domiciled carriers that  are owned or controlled (greater than 55%) by a M exican cit izen or resident alien 

and transport  internat ional cargo
42

 have been included in the analysis to bolster the stat ist ical validity.  

The following table compares both the driver OOS rates and vehicle OOS rates for U.S., M exican, and 

Enterprise carriers in 2013.  Based on OOS rates, the table appears to indicate that  both M exican and 

Enterprise carriers have fewer OOS rates than U.S.-domiciled motor carriers. 
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Table 1: Driver and Vehicle OOS Rates 

  United States M exico Enterprise 

Driver Inspections 2,974,667 262,320 27,353 

    with Driver OOS Violation 156,174 1,841 416 

    Driver OOS Rate 5.25% 0.70% 1.52% 

Vehicle Inspections 2,017,185 228,104 18,065 

    with Vehicle OOS violation 428,176 36,857 3,208 

    Vehicle OOS Rate 21.23% 16.16% 17.76% 

 

The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Associat ion Foundat ion (OOFI), which is the research and 

educat ional arm of OOIDA, the largest non-for profit  nat ional t rade associat ion which represents over 

150,000 small business owners and professional t ruck drivers, has demonstrated previously that  these 

OOS rates do not properly present the whole picture.  Instead, FM CSA’s data details that  M exican and 

Enterprise carriers are not held to the same standard as U.S.-domiciled carriers, violat ions that usually 

result  in a driver or vehicle being placed OOS do not always result  in an OOS violat ion for M exican and 

Enterprise carriers.   

Table 2 below, illustrates the inconsistency that exists between the three different types of motor 

carriers and how violat ions are t reated, which has resulted in United States-domiciled carriers being 

placed OOS at much higher rate for the same violat ion.  For example, there is a large disparity between 

U.S.-carriers and M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers for both non-English speaking drivers and 

drivers that  are unable to understand highway traffics signs and signals in the English language being 

placed OOS.  In April 2005, the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance, which is the an internat ional not -for-

profit  organizat ion comprised of local, state, provincial, territorial and federal motor carrier safety 

officials,
43

 added a criteria that  allowed enforcement officers to place a driver who could not speak or 

understand English while in the United States, out-of-service.  The criteria stated: 

“ In recognit ion of the three countries’ language differences, it  is the responsibility of the driver 

and the motor carrier to be able to communicate in the country in which the driver/ carrier is 

operat ing so that  safety is not  compromised. Driver is unable to communicate sufficient ly to 

understand and respond to official inquiries and directions. … Place driver out  of service.
44

”  

OOFI broke down the OOS rates reported by FM CSA that appears to show a higher level of regulatory 

compliance by M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers than their U.S. counterparts.  However, the 

assert ion hinges on an inconsistent applicat ion of out-of-service orders on U.S. motor carriers and 

M exico-domiciled motor carriers.  Table 2 demonstrates that U.S.-domiciled carriers are held to a higher 

standard than the other two types of carriers. 
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Table 2: Driver OOS Violation Rates 

 United States M exico Enterprise 

Violation Description Viols. 
OOS 

Percent 
Viols. 

OOS 

Percent 
Viols. 

OOS 

Percent 

Driver M ust Be Able To Understand Highway Traffic 

Signs And Signals In The English Language 
225 27.11% 3,294 0.03% 12 0.00% 

Driving beyond 11 hour driving limit in a 14 hour 

period. (Property Carrying Vehicle) 
26,957 44.16% 135 26.00% 104 22.12% 

Driving beyond 14 hour duty period (Property carrying 

vehicle) 
50,122 43.01% 210 24.13% 156 35.90% 

Non-English Speaking Driver 4,635 70.54% 82,841 0.07% 840 4.40% 

Requiring Or Permitting Driver To Drive After 

14 Hours On Duty 
4,414 42.22% 95 16.84% 17 17.65% 

 

As seen above, for the non-English speaking driver violat ion, U.S.-domiciled carriers were placed OOS 

approximately 72% of the t ime, whereas M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers were placed OOS 

0.07% and 4% of the t ime, respect ively, for the same violat ion.  Furthermore, U.S. carriers were placed 

OOS 27% of the t ime for the driver must be able to understand traffic signs and signals in the English 

language violat ion, while M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers were placed OOS 0.03% and 0%, 

respect ively.  If these two violations were administered equally across the three types of carriers, the 

overall driver OOS rate would be immensely different. 

In order to further demonstrate the vast disparity of how these two violat ions have been administered 

by enforcement personnel, OOFI combined the violat ions of the non-English speaking driver and the 

driver must be able to understand highway traffic signs and signals in the English language together.  

Therefore, for these two violat ions, U.S.-domiciled carriers received 3,396 OOS violat ions on 4,860 

violat ions, result ing in an OOS rate of  70%.  In comparison, for the same two violat ions, both M exico-

domiciled and Enterprise carriers received 98 OOS violat ions on 86,987 violat ions, result ing in an OOS 

rate of 0.11%.   

The current  CVSA OOS criteria states that  both of these violat ions should result  in an OOS.  However, if 

the U.S.-domiciled OOS rate was equally applied for the same violat ions to M exico-domiciled and 

Enterprise carriers, the overall OOS rate would be vast ly different  for M exico-domiciled and Enterprise 

carriers as shown in Tables 3 and 4.  

In order to make the OOS rates more equal and comparable between the three carrier types, OOFI 

ut ilized data from FM CSA’s Analysis and Informat ion Online database and mult iplied the subsequent 

number of violat ions for each given type of violat ion for M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers by the 

U.S.-domiciled carrier OOS rate.  For example, M exico-domiciled carriers accumulated 82,841 non-

English speaking driver violat ions in calendar year 2013.  Thus, OOFI applied the CY 2013 U.S.-domiciled 

carrier OOS rate for non-English speaking driver violations, which was 71.95%.  This newly applied OOS 
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rate resulted in 59,604 OOS violat ions for M exico-domiciled carriers, compared with the 60 OOS 

violat ions the M exican-domiciled carriers had originally with an OOS rate of  0.07%. 

Table 3: Adjusted Driver OOS Violations 

 US M X EN 

Violation Description 
OOS 

Viol. 

OOS 

Viol. 

OOS 

Viol. 

Driver M ust Be Able To Understand Highway Traffic Signs And Signals In The English 

Language 

61 893 3 

Driving beyond 11 hour driving limit in a 14 hour period. (Property Carrying Vehicle) 11,905 60 46 

Driving beyond 14 hour duty period (Property carrying vehicle) 21,556 90 67 

Non-English Speaking Driver 3,335 59,604 604 

Requiring Or Permitting Driver To Drive After 14 Hours On Duty 1,865 40 7 

 

After adjust ing for OOS rates, OOFI also recalculated the overall driver OOS rates for U.S.-domiciled, 

M exico-domiciled, and Enterprise carriers.  It  is important to note that only five violat ions were adjusted 

to apply equal U.S.-domiciled OOS rates. 

Table 4: Adjusted Driver OOS Rates 

  United States M exico Enterprise 

Driver Inspections 2,974,667 262,320 27,353 

    with Driver OOS Violation 156,174 62,371 1,025 

    Driver OOS Rate 5.25% 23.78% 3.75% 

 

Ut ilizing the previous formula, OOFI recalculated the vehicle OOS rates for all three categories of  

carriers, and as shown in Tables 5, 6, and 7, M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers were once again 

held to a different standard than U.S.-domiciled carriers.  Applying the formula to the FM CSA data 

indicated that M exico-domiciled and Enterprise carriers are not  safer than US carriers based on OOS 

rates.   

Table 5: Vehicle OOS Violation Rates 

  US M X EN 

Violation Description  OOS 

Percent 

OOS 

Percent 

OOS 

Percent 

Air Suspension Pressure Loss   60.40% 20.12% 28.57% 

Brake-Reserve System Pressure Loss    54.71% 5.12% 6.78% 

Defective /  Improper Fifth Wheel Assembly Upper Half 54.81% 52.63% 0.00% 

Defective Coupling Devices For Full 

Trailer 

  70.03% 38.71% 0.00% 

Excessive Steering Wheel Lash   46.08% 25.45% 0.00% 

Failing To Secure Brake Hose/ Tubing Against High Temperatures 19.92% 0.31% 0.00% 

Frame Cracked /  Loose /  Sagging /  

Broken 

  45.51% 10.34% 22.87% 
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Hubs - No Visible Or M easurable Lubricant Showing In The Hub - Outer 

Wheel 

75.15% 22.07% 33.33% 

Hubs - Oil And/ Or Grease Leaking From Hub - Outer Wheel 34.79% 5.52% 7.32% 

Hubs - Wheel Seal Leaking - Inner 

Wheel 

  40.81% 4.46% 10.81% 

Hubs - Wheel Seal Leaking - Outer 

Wheel 

  31.55% 5.08% 0.00% 

Inadequate Brake System On A Cmv   38.38% 30.00% 0.00% 

Lamps Are Not Visible As Required   21.98% 4.96% 0.00% 

Leaf Spring Assembly 

Defective/ M issing 

  58.37% 21.35% 37.04% 

No Brakes As Required   74.49% 30.43% 30.77% 

No Or Defective Automatic Trailer 

Brake 

  92.54% 37.36% 71.43% 

No/ Improper Breakaway Or Emergency Braking 94.88% 4.39% 18.42% 

Steering System Components Worn/ Welded/ M issing 58.58% 46.85% 29.43% 

Steering Wheel Not Secured/ Broken   54.77% 31.71% 20.00% 

Tires (General)      29.33% 6.48% 16.33% 

Tire—Tread And/ Or Sidewall 

Separation 

  30.84% 2.58% 6.98% 

 

Table 6: Adjusted Vehicle OOS Violations 

 US M X EN 

Violation Description OOS 

Viol. 

OOS 

Viol. 

OOS 

Viol. 

Air Suspension Pressure Loss 7021 1,036 47 

Brake-Reserve System Pressure Loss 5915 1,678 32 

Defective /  Improper Fifth Wheel Assembly Upper Half 205 21 1 

Defective Coupling Devices For Full Trailer 1012 22 2 

Excessive Steering Wheel Lash 317 51 3 

Failing To Secure Brake Hose/ Tubing Against High Temperatures 208 255 9 

Frame Cracked /  Loose /  Sagging /  Broken 8237 5,164 155 

Hubs - No Visible Or M easurable Lubricant Showing In The Hub - Outer 

Wheel 

750 109 5 

Hubs - Oil And/ Or Grease Leaking From Hub - Outer Wheel 1594 914 29 

Hubs - Wheel Seal Leaking - Inner Wheel 1608 843 15 

Hubs - Wheel Seal Leaking - Outer Wheel 537 130 4 

Inadequate Brake System On A Cmv 322 8 0 

Lamps Are Not Visible As Required 333 31 2 

Leaf Spring Assembly Defective/ M issing 5513 836 32 

No Brakes As Required 2392 34 10 

No Or Defective Automatic Trailer Brake 8079 84 6 

No/ Improper Breakaway Or Emergency Braking 26892 2,660 36 

Steering System Components Worn/ Welded/ M issing 12359 984 195 

Steering Wheel Not Secured/ Broken 201 22 3 
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Tires (General) 3491 715 14 

Tire—Tread And/ Or Sidewall Separation 4604 12,919 336 

 

Table 7: Adjusted Vehicle OOS Rates 

  United States M exico Enterprise 

Vehicle Inspections 2,017,185 228,104 18,065 

    with Vehicle OOS Violation 428,176 60,815 3,808 

    Vehicle OOS Rate 21.11% 26.66% 21.08% 

 

Finally, Table 8 presents the adjusted OOS rate for both driver and vehicle OOS violat ions across all three 

types of carriers using the previous formula.  As shown below, by adjust ing the manner in which an OOS 

order is applied in order for the inspect ions to be more equal and comparable for U.S.-domiciled 

carriers, M exico-domiciled carriers, and Enterprise carriers, we see that M exico-domiciled carriers have 

a greater OOS rate than their U.S. counterparts, while Enterprise carriers are almost ident ical to U.S. 

OOS rates. 

Table 8: Adjusted Driver and Vehicle OOS Rates 

  United States M exico Enterprise 

Driver Inspections 2,974,667 262,320 27,353 

    with Driver OOS Violation 156,174 62,371 1,025 

    Driver OOS Rate 5.25% 23.78% 3.75% 

Vehicle Inspections 2,017,185 228,104 18,065 

    with Vehicle OOS violation 428,176 60,815 3,808 

    Vehicle OOS Rate 21.11% 26.66% 21.08% 

 

It  is important to note that OOFI’s research is lacking a crash rate comparison analysis of the three 

categories of carriers.  It  is very difficult , if not  impossible, to correlate causat ion of crashes with 

violat ions and OOS criteria as there is no scient ific evidence to support  those assumptions.  Thus, it  

would seem to be much more prudent to look at  crashes as the ideal indicator for safety.  However, 

crash rates for Enterprise carriers are not made publically available.  Therefore, OOFI was unable to 

conduct a complete analysis. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the safety performance between U.S.-domiciled carriers, M exico-domiciled carriers, and 

Enterprise carriers cannot be compared by only ut ilizing OOS rates, especially when considering the 

large disparity that  exists between how OOS criteria is applied for the same violat ions for all three types 

of carriers.  Further, this report  has demonstrated that if the OOS rates for equivalent violat ions were 

administered more equally, the data would show that U.S.-domiciled carriers have a better safety 

performance. 
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Appendix B: Reliability and Validity Lacking in FMCSA’s Analysis of Data 

for the Mexican Pilot Program 

This report  focuses on the methodology used by FM CSA in both collect ing data and assessing results 

which were presented to Congress following the conclusion of the U.S.-M exico Cross-Border Long-Haul 

Trucking Pilot  Program (Pilot  Program) involving M exican-domiciled t rucks making long-haul deliveries 

into the U.S. beyond the border zone. 

The cornerstone of all scient ific research is reliability and validity.  These two concepts are a vital part  in 

any scient ific methodology in order for any conclusions or interpretat ions to be sound.  Addit ionally, in 

order for any research or assessment to be sound, it  must be free of bias and distort ion. 

In the Pilot  Program, FM CSA was at tempt ing to provide data and research that accepted the “ Null 

Hypothesis”  that  there is no difference in the two groups being compared, meaning that long-haul 

M exico-domiciled motor carriers are as safe as or safer than U.S.-domiciled long-haul carriers.  It  is 

imperat ive when test ing for the “ Null Hypothesis”  that  strict  at tent ion is paid to the Internal Validity of 

the research methodology.  Appropriate scient ific methodology requires that there are controls in place 

to assure that  the groups or part icipants are as comparable in all aspects as possible, these are the 

variables or confounds that  allow for comparison.   

However, FM CSA failed to control the variables and confounds within the Pilot  Program that might have 

influenced the data and comparisons made.   The DOT’s Scient ific Integrity Policy provides nine elements 

that  primarily detail the importance of communicat ion, t ransparency, and integrity when ut ilizing 

scient ific informat ion for decision making.  Unfortunately, the DOT does not provide specific guidance 

on how to determine appropriate methods for designing, analyzing, and report ing the results of  

scient ific research.  There is however standards that  need to be accepted and are readily accessible, 

such as the Guiding Principles for Evaluators (July 2004) and Thomas D. Cook and Donald T. Campbell’s 

Quasi-Experimentat ion: Design & Analysis Issues for Field Sett ings (1979), which are ut ilized by the OIG. 

Three of these standards, including using measures that are valid and reliable, employing quality 

controls, and report ing results that  are supported by data, were misused by FM CSA in their report . 

Reliability         

Reliability refers to the extent to which assessments are consistent, that  is, if the research were to be 

done again and again the findings would be the same.  Another measure of reliability is the internal 

consistency of the items.
45

  In other words, if others outside of the research project  repeated the same 
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methodology, the same results should occur within a stat ist ical margin of error.  While reliability is 

essent ial in any scient ific research, it  may not test  exact ly for what it  is supposed to test  for, meaning 

that though the research may be reliable, it  is actually in error.  For example, while we might state that  a 

scale is reliable if an individual weighs in at  175 lbs. every t ime they stand on the scale, the person might 

actually weigh 190 lbs. because the scale is not calibrated correct ly.  So while the scale appears to be 

reliable, if an individual states that they weigh 175 lbs., when they truly weigh 190 lbs., they would be 

wrong in their assessment as the actual readings are invalid.  Therefore, it  is important to keep in mind 

that a successful reliability test  does not  necessarily mean that the research was valid.  

Validity 

Validity is the second cornerstone of scient ific research and refers to the accuracy of the assessment, 

meaning whether or not the research measures what it  is supposed to measure.  Research that shows 

high validity will more than likely show a high degree of reliability.  However, the opposite may not be 

true.   

As a part  of any research design, both Internal validity and External validity must be included in the 

study.  Internal validity dictates how an experimental design is structured and encompasses all of the 

steps of the scient ific research method.  External validity is the process of examining the results and 

quest ioning whether there are any other possible causal relat ionships.  FM CSA’s assessment of the Pilot  

Program results failed both Internal and External validity design requirements.  As the Owner-Operator 

Independent Drivers Foundat ion (OOFI) clearly art iculated in the papers ent it led Review of the United-

States-M exico Cross-Border Long-Haul Trucking Pilot  Program and Are Enterprise Carriers M ore Safe 

than United States Carriers: Fact  or Fict ion, the FM CSA made no at tempt to control the variables or 

confounds that might have influenced the data results, which is a primary prerequisite of scientific 

research and methodology.            

There are three ways in which validity can be measured.  In order to have confidence that  the research 

and its results are valid, and therefore the inferences made based on that research are valid, all three 

kinds of validity measurements should be considered.  The three ways that validity can be measured 

are: 

1. Content: The extent to which the content of  the test  (Pilot) matches the object ive. 

2. Criterion: The extent  to which scores on the test  (Pilot) are in agreement with (concurrent 

validity) or predict  (predict ive validity) and external criterion. 

3. Construct: The extent to which an assessment corresponds to other variables, as predicted 

by some rat ionale or theory 

The assessment of the Pilot  Program conducted by the FM CSA shows reliability, but  similar to the 

example of the scale ment ioned above, the assessment of that  reliability is misunderstood and 

misinterpreted.  

The OOFI’s previous reviews of the Pilot  Program, demonstrated that the program involving M exican 

domiciled carriers t ransport ing freight within the United States beyond the border zones, which was 
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conducted between October 14, 2011 and October 10, 2014, is consistent and reliable with the previous 

“ Demonstrat ion Project”  which FM CSA conducted between 2007 and 2009.  Nevertheless, FM CSA has 

failed to recognize and consider that  the reliability of correlat ion between these two programs indicates 

a lack of scient ific methodology, which demonstrates that FM CSA has consistent ly misinterpreted and 

misrepresented the data.  Thus the Agency’s stat ist ical inferences are based on faulty data in order to 

just ify results which were not controlled for in the programs.  In stat ist ics, this is called select ive bias. 

Reliable Correlation Results 

This analysis will show that in both the previous “ Demonstrat ion Project”  and the Pilot  Program, there is 

a strong correlat ion between the biased enforcement of out -of-service (OOS) orders issued to the 

M exican domiciled carriers compared to the U.S.-based carrier or driver placed OOS for the same 

violat ions.  In both programs, there were a disproport ionate number of U.S. carriers placed OOS for 

violat ions that were not enforced on part icipat ing M exican carriers within the “ Demonstrat ion Project”  

and the Pilot  Program.
46

  While the two programs were reliable, the assessments made were not valid as 

they introduced bias into the research.   

Validity testing of the Pilot Program:   

Content measurement of validity:  

While conduct ing the Pilot  Program from October 2011 to October 2014, FM CSA admit ted that: 

 It  did not have all the required prerequisites in place unt il 2012; and  

 FM CSA did not conduct 50% of the PASA reviews in Mexico as the designed program required.  

Content which only covers a port ion of the t ime frame is not a valid measure of the programs overall 

object ives.   

Criterion measurement of validity:   

By report ing the OOS rates for M exican carriers as compared to U.S. based carriers without considering 

the inherent bias of the enforcement, FM CSA made the measurement invalid. 

Construct measurement of validity:  

Construct  measurement validity was the most abused measurement of assessment found in FM CSA’s 

analysis of the Pilot  Program.  In order to meet its own predict ion of success, FM CSA ut ilized data that  

was completely out  of the control of  the program.  Specifically, the Agency ut ilized groups that had not  

previously been under study with the inclusion of carriers which were M exican owned but domiciled in 

the U.S. (Enterprise carriers).  FM CSA included Enterprise carriers in their analysis as if these carriers 

were ident ical to the M exico-domiciled carriers that  the Pilot  Program was designed to evaluate.     

It  is important to note that FM CSA has an established set of standards for conduct ing Pilot  Programs 

which are formalized in the Federal M otor Carrier Safety Regulat ions (FM CSRs) Part  381.400, Subpart  
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D—Init iat ion of Pilot  Programs: (d) The number of participants in the pilot program must be large 

enough to ensure statistically valid findings (emphasis added).   

The FM CSRs clearly state that  only pilot  program part icipants should be included in the analysis.  

However, by introducing groups within the dataset that  were not part icipants of the Pilot  Program, 

FM CSA violated their own regulations in an at tempt to just ify the Pilot  Program results because the 

Agency lacked enough part icipants for the Pilot  to be considered stat ist ically valid.  This was further 

reinforced by the crit icisms of the Pilot  Program in the OIG’s December 2014 audit  of  the program,
47

 as 

well as the opinion of the M otor Carrier Safety Advisory Subcommit tee which was appointed to monitor 

the Pilot .
48

  [A more comprehensive review of the OIG and M CSAC Subcommit tee is available in the OOFI 

paper: Review of the U.S.-M exico Cross-Border Long-Haul Trucking Pilot  Program ]. 

External Validity 

External validity is the process of examining the results and quest ioning whether there are any other 

possible causal relat ionships.  FM CSA either ignored or was determined not to accept any other possible 

causal relat ionships that could have affected the data.  While FM CSA recognized the limited sample size, 

it  ignored the scient ific implicat ions of that  informat ion and introduced carriers into the data that  were 

not a part  of the Pilot  Program and had different operat ing characterist ics than those who did 

part icipate.  Again, this was made evident by the OOFI in its Review of the U.S.-M exico Cross-Border 

Long-Haul Trucking Pilot  Program.  

Another external validity process which was not considered by FM CSA was that different states, 

count ies, cit ies, and towns often focus on certain Federal M otor Carrier Safety violat ions to enforce 

which thereby creates a biased enforcement as well as a data program which lacks external validity for 

comparisons.  This issue has been well documented by Dr. James Gimpel at  the University of M aryland 

in his analysis of the different violat ion enforcement pract ices as indicated in the M CM IS database in 

relat ionship to the Comprehensive Safety Analysis used by FM CSA to rank carriers on safety:     

“ The bias only begins at  the design stage. Other sources of bias occur as the measurement 

system is implemented. While an inspect ion can occur almost anywhere, historically inspect ions 

have most frequent ly occurred at  roadside inspect ion stat ions throughout  the 50 states. This 

has changed as states now carry out more mobile inspect ions at  rest  stops, t ruck stops and 

other roadside sites. The recorded data originate from where these inspect ions take place. The 

locat ions of inspect ion stat ions, their t imes and hours of operat ion, are neither random nor 

uniform across the highway system. Inspect ion records are not  likely to be reflect ive of the 

t raffic volume of the nat ionwide carrier fleet , or the geographic locat ion of firms, but  instead 

the idiosyncrat ic pract ices of state regulators. For instance, recent data are highly sensit ive to 

the high number of inspect ions carried out in California, Arizona and Texas, and the relat ive 

dearth of inspect ions in much of the Northeast. 
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What local regulators choose to focus on in terms of enforcement emphasis is also highly 

variable. Current data (Spring 2012) on BASIC percent ile scores show that  firms operat ing out of  

M ontana and North Dakota exhibit  far lower scores on the Unsafe Driving BASIC than firms 

physically located in Kentucky, West Virginia, New Hampshire and M assachusetts. This is an 

enforcement pattern that cannot be explained away by t raffic density or road condit ions. The 

Fat igued Driver BASIC scores are highest for carriers operat ing out of Florida, Georgia and Idaho, 

and just  across the border from Idaho, considerably lower in Washington state – reflect ing the 

vagaries of local enforcement -- not  safety at t ributes of carriers operat ing in these regions. 

Vehicle maintenance BASIC violat ions are highest in Florida, Texas, South Carolina and 

Connect icut , but  lower on carriers based in Hawaii, Pennsylvania, Delaware and M aryland – 

variat ion that cannot be explained by t raffic or populat ion density measures. From a stat istical 

standpoint , the problem is the extraordinary level of heterogeneity in measurements result ing 

not from the characterist ics of firms, drivers, and road condit ions, but due to the applicat ion of 

the measuring instruments by data gatherers. The biases injected at  the implementat ion stage 

prevent the BASIC indicators from assessing what they are intended to evaluate.
49

”  

Comparing the 13 M exican carriers that  completed the Pilot  Program in which two carriers were 

responsible for 90% of the border crossings and 80% of the inspect ions, with over 500,000 U.S. carriers 

with millions of inspect ions in all 48 cont iguous states is both stat ist ically absurd and lacks basic 

scient ific integrity.  The FM CSA then compounded the absurdity by using carriers that  were domiciled in 

the U.S. but M exican owned, carriers that  were not  long-haul but operated within the commercial zone, 

and drivers that  were not a part  of  the pilot  program but drove Pilot  Program approved trucks, as part  of  

their data.  

In addit ion, it  has become a standard FM CSA pract ice to ut ilize “ the cult  of  stat ist ical significance”  to 

just ify and validate the Agency’s findings.  While no one is disput ing the value of mathematical 

significance and its importance in scient ific research it  has become, “ …a diversion from the proper 

objects of  scient ific study.  Significance, reduced to its narrow and stat ist ical meaning only—as in “ low”  

observed “ standard error”  or “ p<.05”  –has lit t le to do with a defensible not ion of scient ific inference, 

error analysis, or rat ional decision making.  And yet in daily use it  produces unchecked a large net  loss 

for science and society.  Its arbit rary, mechanical illogic, though current ly sanct ioned by science and its 

bureaucracies of reproduct ion, is causing a loss of jobs, profit , and even life.
50

”    In other words, using 

stat ist ical significance as the measure of whether research data is valid and reliable is not defensible in 

making scient ific inferences, error analysis, or rat ional decision making.  FM CSA has at tempted to ut ilize 

bias data, incomplete data, and erroneous data in order to just ify the Pilot  Program by claiming that 

there is no stat ist ical difference between M exican carr iers and U.S.-domiciled carriers.   
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In conclusion, let  us examine the facts of the Pilot  Program and the statement made by FM CSA 

concerning those findings: 

Facts: 

OIG initial report of M exican Pilot program (2011): 

1. FM CSA had not init iated specific plans for checking drivers and trucks at  the border 

2. FM CSA had not established a system to verify driver and vehicle eligibility 

3. FM CSA had not issued an implementat ion plan nor acquired electronic monitoring devices 

4. FM CSA had not conducted pilot  program training for inspect ion personnel at  the border nor in 

the U.S. 

5. FM CSA did not have plans for conduct ing 50% of all PASAs on-site in M exico 

OIG Interim Audit (2012): 

1. Only 4 M exican carriers in program  

2. FM CSA’s oversight mechanisms did not comply ensure full compliance with the requirements of 

the Pilot  Program 

3. FM CSA staff did not comply with English language proficiency requirements  

4. FM CSA’s quality assurance personnel approved two of three PASA results without verifying that 

the driver’s license test ing was complete 

5. PASA auditor failed to determine  whether a carrier com-lied with drug and alcohol test ing  

6. FM CSA did not periodically review electronic monitoring data  

7. FM CSA delayed the development of a mechanism for determining cabotage 

OIG Final Audit (2014): 

1. FM CSA was not able to comply with the requirement for conduct ing 50% of the PASAs onsite 

in M exico 

2. FM CSA lacked an adequate number of M exican domiciled carriers  to yield stat ist ically valid 

findings 

3. Could not determine with confidence that  the part icipants were representat ive of M exican 

Domiciled carriers 

4. The sample size was too small for us (OIG) to produce stat ist ically reliable estimates   

5. Non-pilot  Program drivers were included in the FM CSA’s total inspect ion count  

6. FM CSA excluded inspect ions during the first  three months  of  the carriers registrat ion period 

7. 90% of all border crossings were by two carriers 

8. 80% of all inspect ions were on two carriers 

9. Only 17% of all miles were outside the Border States 

FM CSA’s report to Congress on the OIG Audit:  

The OIG report  indicates that that  FM CSA adequately managed the Pilot  Program. 


